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Abstract:
The purpose of the Greenbelt is to protect environmentally sensitive land and farmland from urban development and sprawl.
The importance of Greenbelt is to safeguard the central Delhi, similarly in south and east side forest and Yamuna River treating as a buffer area respectively.
The paper attempts present structure of green belt of Delhi city indicates successive growth around their cores in the form of built-up into the rural fringe area. It is evident that the current trend of urban growth is haphazard along the fringe area of green belt.
This research is focused on the detection of land cover change within the Greenbelt with the use of remote sensing and Geographic Information System (GIS). Change detection results indicated an increase of urban land area and a steady decrease in agricultural land use area.
The results indicate that the city is expanding to-wards its peripheral region with the conversion of rural regions in to urban expansions.
Temporal data of LANDSAT 7 ETM +, ESRI Images (Base map), Open Street Map available with ArcGIS 10.1, GSDL GIS data (DSSDI), and the approved Master Plans were used for carrying out the mapping of entire Delhi Land use as per MPD - 2021. ArcGIS 10.1, data from ArcGIS online, Survey of India sheets, Eicher map of Delhi, high resolution imagery and Field data used for finalize the all layer. For assessment of functionality, Geo-referencing, Image rectification, Vectorization, Editing & Geoprocessing tools like Split, Copy Parallel, Union, Clip, Erase, and Buffer Analysis is carried out in ArcGIS 10.1. Image Interpretation & Classification, and Data Cleanup, Topology Creation, Migration of Data etc. is worked out through Data Management Tools, Spatial Analyst Tools, Conversion Tools, Data Interoperability Tools of ArcGIS 10.1 and ground data for various parameters were collected through field survey.
The study helps to identify the issues, problems and potentials associated with the Green Belts. This paper is an attempt to understand change in the development at urban extension areas within Green Belt and its influence to guide the future development in proper manner.
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Introduction

Traditionally in the Master Plan of various Towns, the urban areas have been shown as surrounded by a ring of peripheral control belt or green belt. This green belt was expected to act as lung space around the urban areas. It was also expected to cater to the activities operating in rural areas including agriculture, partly catering to the requirements of the urban uses.

Background

The Delhi ridge forests are considered the lungs of the capital, the main areas being the central or the new ridge, and the northern or the Old Delhi. The green belt in this area was not completely a gift of nature. Earlier, there were only Kikar (Acacia) trees found growing sparsely among the hard rocks. According to the municipal records after 1857, the British ordered the planting of thousands of Neem and Babul trees. In 1912, when Delhi became the capital of the British Empire, Lutyens, the architect of the new city, ordered the large-scale afforestation of the ridge. Under his leadership this area was declared a ‘Reserved Forest’ and no tree could be cut without permission. By the time India attained independence; this area was covered with diverse vegetation of plants and trees.

Green belt refers to an area that is kept in reserve for an open space, most often around larger cities. The main purpose of the green belt policy is to protect the land around larger urban centres from urban sprawl, and maintain the designated area for forestry and agriculture as well as to provide habitat to wildlife. Green belt offers a number of benefits for both urban and rural population. By preventing the urban sprawl, it helps protect agricultural activities and the unique character of rural communities.

Study Area

The present study has been carried out on Delhi, the capital city of India located between the 28°24′17″N and 28°53′00″N latitudes and 76°45′30″E and 77°21′30″E longitudes (Fig. 1-1). Delhi, the National capital Territory situated near the western bank of river Yamuna which spreads over an area of around 1,490 km² is surrounded by the Aravali ranges in South-West.

Methodology

Aim

Analysis of the built-up area in green built under MPD2021 in GIS platform.

Objectives

The objectives of the study are:
1. To analysis the spatial distribution pattern of the built-up increase.
2. To study the past trends of growth and evaluate the growth predictions.
3. To study the Master Plan proposals of Green Belts in the Delhi region & their chronological transformation using GIS data and survey sheets.
Purpose

The Land use plan of MPD 2021, in which green belt on the urban extension area (Planning Zones – E, J, G, K-II, L, N, P-I, P-II,) is shown entirely green. To analyze the impact of urban growth on these green belt, two software packages, Arc Info (ESRI, 10.1), and image processing software are applied to statistically and visually analyse the change in Green Belt. Arc GIS offers spatial analysis tools to analyse land cover and when it is analysed in GIS software, it is found that it isn’t thoroughly green, the built up area over there is increasing, consequently it is giving rise to un-authorization which eventually is stressing the green belt area, which is kept and reserved to ensure that there is open space, and is mainly found in cities. The purpose of green belt land is to protect land from sprawl of urbanization and as a result reserve land for forestry and agriculture, etc. If in future more stress is given to the fragile area it will have a drastic change over environment which is the need of concern. The purpose of this study is to analyze the built up area of the Green Belt of Delhi under MPD 2021.

Literature Study

- The concept of Green Belt was initially suggested in the late 19th century. In 1898, Ebenezer Howard’s proposed Garden Cities were intended to be “planned, self-contained, communities surrounded by greenbelts, containing carefully balanced areas of residences, industry, and agriculture”.
- The first Green Belts were designated in London and Sheffield, the former assisted by an Act of Parliament in 1938.
- “Green Belt” has been defined as seven to ten miles deep all around the built-up area of Greater London and apart from some limited “rounding off” of existing small towns and villages, no further urban expansion is to be allowed within this belt.

Case study inferences

- Only a restrictive development was permitted in Greenbelt but unpredicted development pressure is the main reason for the amendment of greenbelt boundaries.
- The concept was borrowed from the west but lack of implementation strategy is also responsible for its failure. Without any specific policy guidelines for the concept, it has been used / attempted in few Indian cities (Delhi, Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Chandigarh) which overlooked its essence completely.
- The concept applied in few Indian cities is very different from the original concept (They are basically green wedges, green spaces, parks rather than green belts).
- Green belt is a strip of planned or protected open space, consisting of recreational parks, farm land, or uncultivated land, often used to define and limit the boundaries of a community and prevent urban sprawl.
- Green belts have ringed major cities to prevent them from sprawling. Planners have used them to separate satellite “new towns” from the urban core, safeguarding land for recreation, agriculture and forestry.
- A city has natural limits, that urban and rural areas should be separated and that settlements should be balanced and evenly-spaced.
- To control urban growth, “Green Belt” as a planning tool can be recommended.

Material Used

(a) Survey of India Sheets (Topographical Map)
- Digital data of OSM series map sheets of Survey of India was used. All layers of eight map sheets pertaining to Delhi and surrounding areas were received and relevant layers were used. NCTD boundary is used for the analysis. SOI sheets no 53D/13, 53D/14, 53H/1, 53H/2, 53H/3, 53H/5, 53H/6 & 53H/7 pertaining to Delhi were used.
- Hard copies of the OSM series topographic map sheets were also obtained for planning and cross checking of errors, if any.

(b) Satellite Data
- Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic mapper (ETM+) images of 2001 and 2009 is used. Seven bands were used except thermal band along with PAN band, of spatial resolution of 30 meters were used,
- ESRI Images (Base map), Open Street Map available with Arc GIS 10.1,
(c) GSDL GIS data (DSSDI), and
(d) The approved Master Plans were used for carrying out the mapping of entire Delhi Land use as per MPD - 2021.
(e) Arc GIS 10.1, data from Arc GIS online, Eicher map of Delhi, high resolution imagery and Field data used for finalize the all layer.
(f) For assessment of functionality, Geo-referencing, Image rectification, Vectorization, Editing & Geo-processing tools like Split, Copy Parallel, Union, Clip, Merge, Intersect, Erase, and Buffer Analysis is carried out in Arc GIS 10.1.

Image Interpretation & Classification, and Data Cleanup, Topology Creation, Migration of Data etc. is worked out through Data Management Tools, Spatial Analyst Tools, Conversion Tools, Data Interoperability Tools of Arc GIS 10.1 and ground data for various parameters were collected through field survey.

Planning/Policy Documents

(i) Approved Land use plan of Master Plan of Delhi 2021 has been used as its base.
(ii) Zonal Development Plans of 17 Planning Zones of Delhi under MPD 2021 is also used for detail understanding and to put the attributes associated with different features.
(iii) MPD -1961, & MPD – 2001 is considered for background study & analytical purpose.
(iv) Regional Plan 2021 prepared by NCRPB is also used for understanding the concept of Green Belt at regional context.
(v) Concept of Green Belt is also understood from the Plans of London from where basically the concept was obtained to MPD 2021.
(vi) Apart from that the land use plan of Beijing was also studied for understanding the character of the particular land use at different parts of the globe.

Built up - Green Belt Analysis

Delhi, the national capital, has the distinction of address value, apart from its status as the pre-eminent socio-economic hub. The DDA has finalized its policies on green belts; the villages on the periphery of Delhi would be retained as green belts, acting as the lungs of Delhi.

As per MPD - 2021, Green Belt is an area which is kept and reserved to ensure that there is open space and few activities are permissible in that area. For more analysis of green belt we first redrafted the green belt to analyse.

Green belt can be defined as the villages which are amongst the terminal line along the NCTD boundary. According to MPD 2021 green belt consist of forest, agriculture use, vegetation belt, dairy farms, piggery, poultry farms, farm house, wild life sanctuary, bird sanctuary, Biodiversity Park, veterinary centre, police post, fire post, smriti van, plant nursery, orchard etc.

Comparison of Green Belt of MPD 2021 & Regional Plan 2021

NCRPB stated green belt as an agricultural use which includes cultivated land, fallow, plantation and horticulture is the predominant use of land in the region NCTD which constituted of (1.93%). In the NCT-Delhi Sub-region, built-up is the predominant use which constitutes 56.33% of the total area of the Sub-region, followed by agriculture use (34.48%), green areas (4.24%), wastelands (3.21%), water bodies (1.52%) and others (0.22%).

![Fig.3- Existing Land use of Regional Plan - 2021](image1.png)
![Fig.4- Proposed Land use of Regional Plan - 2021](image2.png)
MPD-2021 & Green Belt-Area Differences

As MPD 2021 Green Belt is an area which is kept and reserved to ensure that there is open space and few activities are permissible in that area. For more analysis of green belt we first redrafted the green belt to analyse and created base map for it and with the help Shannon entropy model we are able to find out the compactness of built up area of every single village in green belt.

As per Master Plan-2021, Green belt of NCTD is calculated 21000 ha. The same is redrafted and calculated an area of 21714.032 ha. on GIS Platform. On the other hand NCRPB calculated 19061.07 ha. (Excluding Built-Up areas) for the same area of Delhi sub-region, which is also termed as Agricultural (rural) Zone with controlled development. In reality after doing primary survey it’s not completely green some unauthorized colonies are increasingly growing.

Villages of Green Belt

Village revenue boundary consists of two major divisions i.e. Abadi & Agricultural Land. In Green Belt, villages also have the same categorise. Abadi which means the built-up area or Habitation is bounded with laldora boundary, which is also the only available source for historical data of Village boundary. It was supposed to be used for non-agricultural purpose only. Through the term laldora applies to both rural and urban villages, the thin dividing line has vanished over the period of time ,and prime areas of Delhi today (through still classified as the laldora) operate commercial and high end residential areas. Even though the boundary of laldora still have some limitations due to malpractices and corruption and this was prepared with detail primary survey. It is the only available source of historical data kept to patwari.

It is experienced that there are 45 villages within the Green Belt of MPD 2021, which comprises abadi as well as agricultural lands, but with time the character of the abadis are changing in terms of spatial growth, which is again adjusting with the counter part that is Agricultural Land.

Two satellite images are used for analysis of the spatio-temporal changes of the study area. And one high resolution data is used to see the temporal change, where abadi is increasing and agriculture is decreasing, as they are inversely proportional. Analysis of the changes in relation of built-up area increase is also done for the eight planning zones which consists Green Belt as one of the land use.

Land has become an increasingly scarce resource due to growing population pressure and increasing demand of food. Therefore, information on land use/land cover and possibilities for their optimal use is essential for the selection, planning and implementation of land use schemes to meet the increasing demands for basic human needs and welfare. Land use/land cover pattern of a region is an outcome of interplay between various natural as well as socio-economic factors. Land use/land cover refers to the utilization of land by man in time and space. Land use and land cover (LULC) change now forms the centre-stage of concern for environmental change at the global level.
Image Analysis and Interpretation

In this section image analysis methods used for the extraction of built up areas from Landsat images are shown. The first part is devoted to image processing and the second part describes the built up area extraction.

The standard image processing techniques such as image extraction, classification, built up and vegetation analysis through erase, clip, intersect etc. were applied in the current study.

To analyse the extent of urban growth, it is required to have knowledge about the change of land cover with respect to time. Hence two temporal images of different time period of Landsat ETM 7 were selected after looking the datasets.

Landsat 7 satellite is equipped by the enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+), the successor of TM the observation bands are essentially the same seven bands as TM, and the newly added panchromatic band 8, with high resolution of 15 m was added.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>SPATIAL RESOLUTION</th>
<th>RESOLUTION</th>
<th>ORBITAL PERIOD</th>
<th>Revisit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landsat 7</td>
<td>ETM</td>
<td>30 METERS</td>
<td>15 TO 90 METERS</td>
<td>98.9 minutes</td>
<td>16 DAYS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7- Satellite Image, 2001

Fig. 8- Classified Image, 2001

Fig. 9-Built-up, 2001

Fig. 10- Satellite Image, 2009

Fig. 11- Classified Image, 2009

Fig. 12-Built-up, 2009

Fig. 13- High resolution Image, 2013

Fig. 14-Built-up, 2001
The image obtained by the USGS in seven bands except 6th band (thermal), were used to create a false colour composite (FCC) as shown in fig. Training polygons/signatures were chosen from the composite image. Based on these signatures, corresponding to various land features, image classification was done using supervised classification. From this classification the image was re-classified to four broader categories as vegetation, water bodies, open land, and built up.

**Classification of urban areas from satellite data**

There are many different approaches to classify remote sensing data. They all fall in under two main topics unsupervised and supervised classification.

**Supervised classification** - In supervised classification, spectral signatures are developed from specified locations in the image. These specified locations are given the generic name ‘training sites’ and are defined by the user. Generally a vector layer is digitized over the raster scene. The vector layer consists of various polygons overlaying different land use types. The image below shows the raster image seen earlier with the addition of several training sites outlined on top of it. The training sites will help image processing software develop spectral signatures for the outlined areas. The land use categories of interest in this are water, agriculture, open space, and built up. Multiple polygons are created for each land use category to help ensure that image processing software has sufficient information to create the spectral signatures. Once the training sites are developed then we can perform supervised classification.

**Unsupervised Classification** - The second attempt made to classify the various land uses in image processing software was done using unsupervised classification techniques. Unsupervised classification techniques do not require the user to specify any information about the features contained in the images.

**Built up area extraction from classified urban areas**

After doing classification the built up area is clipped for every year in arc info 10.1 through clip tool.

**Vegetation extraction from classified image**

On the other hand as built up is clipped with the help of classification similarly erase tool from ArcGIS 10.1 is used for the vegetation changed. From the above analysis the built up area of 2001, 2009, 2013 is increased manifold in respective to the actual laldora, which is analysed and shown in the Landsat images and the present high resolution data.

**Discussions & Suggestions**

Aerial expansion of cities in India has occurred on the surrounding agriculture lands for the urban development process. Unlike the cites in the west, urban sprawl in India occurs in a more or less contiguous form from the city limits towards the fringe areas. In the west, there is generally a gap between the city limit and the patches where built up areas come up in the form of sprawl. Unlike this in India context, urban growth and the city share common boundaries. Hence the distance factor is missing in India is case. In the wake of urban expansion agricultural fields are acquired by the government agencies for
urban development. These areas are turned into planned residential or commercial areas. But the problem is with the unplanned and haphazard urban growth that takes place on the agricultural land.

The present structure of most of the Indian cities indicates successive growth around their cores into the rural fringe areas. It becomes imperative to have current information on urban growth patterns and its impact on the living environment. It is evident that the current trend of urban growth is haphazard along the urban-rural fringe areas in most of the Indian cities. In order to be able to provide basic amenities and infrastructure for the complex and dynamic urban environment, there is an obvious need for planners and administrators to monitor the chaotic growth pattern and changing land use along the urban-rural fringe, as well as within the densely populated urban core. The outward spread of cities is accompanied by many environmental problems: changes in the land use patterns, fragmentation and destruction of wildlife habitat, discharge of polluted runoff water into main river channels, etc.

The present study has analyzed urban growth and urban land transformation in the Green Belt of Delhi with the help of remote sensing and GIS techniques. Urban growth has taken place at a fast pace in the outskirts of Delhi during the recent past. Towns and cities have expanded their boundary towards agricultural land or open land. Many villages in Green Belt are growing very fast due to its proximity to the national capital, Delhi.

According to NCR Regional Plan 2021, “Green Areas” are non-agriculture vegetated areas which include dense vegetated area including forests, plantation and open scrub and constitute 3.30% of the NCR.

The study is mainly based on secondary data. However, field observations were also undertaken for ground truth verification.

The concept of the Green belt of Delhi under MPD – 2021 came from the Abercrombie Plan for Greater London (1946) was reduction of the population within the congested centre, creation of green belt ring to contain Greater London and shifting of industry to an Outer Ring.

Urban expansion in the previous master plans has been based on the policy of large-scale acquisition and disposal of land by DDA. There has been mixed results of this policy. The present process of acquiring, developing, and keeping the land vacant till it is actually utilized is a process that offers incentives for encroachment and results in far more money being spent on improvement. It has resulted in green belt in the creation of a large number of unauthorized colonies and J.J. clusters.

The built-up areas in peripheral areas are growing rapidly and expanding at the green belt. The process of urban growth refers to spread of urban settlements outside the rural fringe. In other words, it is the growth of built-up area outside the village limits. Many large urban centres are facing problems of the congestion of the city core and, in some cases, cities are facing decay also due to saturation within the proper city or the urban limits. This results in pressure on the cities. Fringe areas and nearby villages start merging, and over time become part of the city due to the process of suburbanization. Rapid growth of population and congestion of the core areas encourage middle class people to seek residence along the fringe areas, and thus the process of urban sprawl starts. Slowly the surrounding villages are absorbed and the sprawl further extends outward into a new fringe area. Sprawl, thus, is a continuous process of expansion of cities. The suburbanization in many Indian cities started with newly added industrial and commercial functions. The cities have developed haphazardly without proper planning, because planning was introduced only after the conditions started failing.
It is evident that the growth of the National Capital is much more in western side in compare to the Eastern side, which may correlate the natural features such as the presence of River Yamuna which restrict its growth in the eastern side. It may also assume from the ancient history that the distribution of princely state are also one such reason behind. On the other hand it can also be said that if the Connaught Place is considered as City Centre or Central business District from the period of British India, the Industrial activities were developed along the river bank, which in later period shifted or removed to check the city health. Due to that reason also city mainly had the natural growth of settlement on the western side. From Fig. 18 it can be analysed that the city is mainly bounded within a radius of 15 km from the city centre. In between 15-20 km of radius, it is seen that there are several Colonies which are highly congested in nature and mainly unauthorised settlements, except Rohini in the Northern Part. From 20-25 km the area is mainly under the provision of future development i.e. Urbanisable Area which comprises mainly the Agricultural Land.

After 25 Km, the Green Belt starts, and as it comprises along with the Last Peripheral Boundaries of NCTD and the boundary is not common with 25 km radius arc, it is seen that some where the Green Belt is at a distance between 25-30 Km or hereafter from the city centre. Green Belt which consist agricultural land and abadi villages mainly at this distances are easily accessible to the city centre through different means of transport. So being in such a distance also, it has the pressure of Urban Growth. The delineation of Green Belt is very clear in the Plan, but in real ground it creates confusion between Urbanisable area and itself. On the other hand malpractices and other illegal activities also create a negative impression to sustain it.

Buffer Analysis through the Multi Ring Buffer tool of Arc Info is done to understand the distance and the pattern of Green Belt distribution in the National Capital. It is seen that maximum portion of the Green Belt is within 25-30 km; otherwise it touches almost after 15 Km buffer as the shape of the city is not so even.
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